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Previously unreleased songs are surprising and catching. There are many new
arrangements of some jazz and Brazilian standards, producing completely renovated
sounds and rhythms. Discover the refined elegance of the band’s interpretations of
ballads and Italian and international classics. Experience their engaging rhythms,
from the softest and smoothest to the most sparkling ones, crossing jazz, pop, soul
and the music of great composers.
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www.whiteblack.it
contacts +39 366 3653984 / info@whiteblack.it
www.myspace.com/whiteblack1

These are the members of WHITEBLACK,
a band born from the union of music
and a deep friendship of talented artists
with different backgrounds, who have,
separately, collaborated and recorded
CDs with other important Italian and
international artists. They have performed
on prestigious stages including the
Strehler Theater in Milan and the Blue
Note in Milan and in New York, and
have toured abroad in Europe, China
and Japan. Drawing from their different
experiences they continually introduce
other languages and culture, resulting in
real and true music, that knows how to
communicate and touch your soul.

marco detto

excellent composer and
pianist of great talent and
sensibility who combines
improvisation and creative
musical imagination, passion, energy and romance

giulio visibelli
marco ricci

great artist of saxophone, flute and clarinet,
with his clear colorful imaginative melodies,
and incredible elegance

master of the bass with an innate ability, offering a modern
and natural sound, compelling in his performances and
creating the magic of timeless seduction

smart caressing voice, clear and dominant, with a
rare “feel”, that envelops and kidnaps you, creating
emotions, with highly original interpretations

eclectic drummer with a clean and decisive
touch, able to exploit and renew each
song with extraordinary personality and an
amazing technique that caresses and shakes
all kinds of music
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